The Laramie Project
Getting the books The Laramie Project now is not
type of challenging means. You could not lonesome
going similar to book accretion or library or
borrowing from your links to contact them. This is
an certainly easy means to specifically acquire
lead by on-line. This online revelation The
Laramie Project can be one of the options to
accompany you in the manner of having extra time.
It will not waste your time. admit me, the e-book
will no question impression you other concern to
read. Just invest little get older to entry this
on-line pronouncement The Laramie Project as
without difficulty as evaluation them wherever you
are now.

The Laramie Project
Moisés Kaufman 2015
Fires in the Mirror Anna
Deavere Smith 2015-01-21
Derived from interviews
with a wide range of
people who experienced
or observed New York's
1991 Crown Heights
racial riots, Fires In
The Mirror is as
distinguished a work of
the-laramie-project

commentary on blackwhite tensions as it is
a work of drama. In
August 1991 simmering
tensions in the racially
polarized Brooklyn, New
York, neighborhood of
Crown Heights exploded
into riots after a black
boy was killed by a car
in a rabbi's motorcade
and a Jewish student was
slain by blacks in
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retaliation. Fires in
the Mirror is dramatist
Anna Deavere Smith's
stunning exploration of
the events and emotions
leading up to and
following the Crown
Heights conflict.
Through her portrayals
of more than two dozen
Crown eights
adversaries, victims,
and eyewitnesses, using
verbatim excerpts from
their observations
derived from interviews
she conducted, Smith
provides a brilliant,
Rashoman-like
documentary portrait of
contemporary ethnic
turmoil.
The Laramie Project
Robert Jay Henrichs 2010
"The culmination of the
two year process of
researching, casting,
rehearsing and producing
the socially relevant
play, The Laramie
project, by Moises
Kaufman and members of
Tectonic Theater
Project" --abstract.
the-laramie-project

The Book of Matt Stephen
Jimenez 2020-06-30 With
a New Conclusion by the
Author On the night of
October 6, 1998, twentyone-year-old Matthew
Shepard left a bar with
two alleged “strangers,”
Aaron McKinney and
Russell Henderson.
Eighteen hours later,
Matthew was found tied
to a log fence on the
outskirts of town,
unconscious and barely
alive. Overnight, a
politically expedient
myth took the place of
important facts. By the
time Matthew died a few
days later, his name was
synonymous with anti-gay
hate. The Book of Matt,
first published in 2013,
demonstrated that the
truth was in fact far
more complicated – and
daunting. Stephen
Jimenez’s account
revealed primary
documents that had been
under seal, and gave
voice to many with
firsthand knowledge of
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the case who had not
been heard from,
including members of law
enforcement. In his
Introduction to this
updated edition,
journalist Andrew
Sullivan writes: “No one
wanted Steve Jimenez to
report this story, let
alone go back and back
to Laramie, Wyoming,
asking awkward
questions, puzzling over
strange discrepancies,
re-interviewing sources,
seeking a deeper, more
complex truth about the
ghastly killing than
America, it turned out,
was prepared to hear. It
was worse than that,
actually. Not only did
no one want to hear more
about it, but many were
incensed that the case
was being re-examined at
all.” As a gay man
Jimenez felt an added
moral imperative to tell
the story of Matthew’s
murder honestly, and his
reporting has been
thoroughly corroborated.
the-laramie-project

“I urge you to read [The
Book of Matt] carefully
and skeptically,”
Sullivan writes, “and to
see better how life
rarely fits into the
neat boxes we want it to
inhabit. That Matthew
Shepard was a meth
dealer and meth user
says nothing that bad
about him, and in no way
mitigates the hideous
brutality of the crime
that killed him; instead
it shows how vulnerable
so many are to the
drug’s escapist lure and
its astonishing capacity
to heighten sexual
pleasure so that it’s
the only thing you want
to live for. Shepard was
a victim twice over: of
meth and of a fellow
meth user.”
The Laramie Project
Moisés Kaufman 2009 "On
October 6th of 1998
Matthew Shepard was
beaten and left to die
tied to a fence in the
outskirts of Laramie,
Wyoming. He died 6 days
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later. His torture and
murder became a
watershed historical
moment in America that
highlighted many of the
fault lines in our
culture. A month after
the murder, the members
of Tectonic Theater
Project traveled to
Laramie and conducted
interviews with the
people of the town. From
these interviews they
wrote the play The
Laramie Project, which
they later made into a
film for HBO. ... 10
years later, Moisés
Kaufman and members of
Tectonic Theater Project
returned to Laramie to
find out what has
happened over the last
10 years. Has Matthew's
murder had a lasting
impact on that
community? How has the
town changed as a result
of this event? What does
life in Laramie tell us
about life in America 10
years later? And how is
history being rewritten
the-laramie-project

to tell a new story of
Matthew Shepard's
murder, one that changes
the motivation of his
killers from homophobia
to a "drug deal gone
bad" despite all
evidence to the
contrary?"--Laramie
Project web site. This
is an epilogue to the
original play.
Utopia in Performance
Jill Dolan 2010-02-05
"Jill Dolan is the
theatre's most astute
critic, and this new
book is perhaps her most
important. Utopia in
Performance argues with
eloquence and insight
how theatre makes a
difference, and in the
process demonstrates
that scholarship
matters, too. It is a
book that readers will
cherish and hold close
as a personal favorite,
and that scholars will
cite for years to come."
---David Román,
University of Southern
California What is it
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about performance that
draws people to sit and
listen attentively in a
theater, hoping to be
moved and provoked,
challenged and
comforted? In Utopia in
Performance, Jill Dolan
traces the sense of
visceral, emotional, and
social connection that
we experience at such
times, connections that
allow us to feel for a
moment not what a better
world might look like,
but what it might feel
like, and how that
hopeful utopic sentiment
might become motivation
for social change. She
traces these "utopian
performatives" in a
range of performances,
including the solo
performances of feminist
artists Holly Hughes,
Deb Margolin, and Peggy
Shaw; multicharacter
solo performances by
Lily Tomlin, Danny Hoch,
and Anna Deavere Smith;
the slam poetry event
Def Poetry Jam; The
the-laramie-project

Laramie Project;
Blanket, a performance
by postmodern
choreographer Ann
Carlson; Metamorphoses
by Mary Zimmerman; and
Deborah Warner's
production of Medea
starring Fiona Shaw.
While the book richly
captures moments of
"feeling utopia" found
within specific
performances, it also
celebrates the broad
potential that
performance has to
provide a forum for
being human together;
for feeling love, hope,
and commonality in
particular and
historical (rather than
universal and
transcendent) ways.
The Whole World was
Watching Romaine
Patterson 2005 On the
evening of Thursday,
October 8, 1998, 20year-old Romaine
Patterson received a
phone call that her best
friend, Matthew Shepard,
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had been beaten and left
hanging on a split-rail
fence outside Laramie,
Wyoming. Romaine was
then thrust to the
center of the worldwide
media frenzy that
descended on Laramie,
and she came face-toface with twisted
homophobia when Baptist
minister Fred Phelps and
his followers picketed
Matthew’s funeral with
signs reading, “Matt
burns in hell.” Upon
learning of Phelps’ plan
to bring his ministry of
hate to support Matt’s
killers at their trial,
Romaine went into
action. Who can forget
the image of Romaine and
her friends donning
seven-foot angel wings
so they could encircle
Phelps and his gang,
leaving the picketers
silent and invisible?
From that moment
forward, Romaine has
become a spokesperson
for tolerance,
acceptance, and
the-laramie-project

nonviolence around the
globe, whether as a
founder of Angel Action,
as a consultant forThe
Laramie Project(the
award-winning play that
has been produced
hundreds of times and
became an acclaimed HBO
film starring Christina
Ricci as Romaine). In
one of their last
conversations, Matt told
Romaine that he wanted
to spend his life
helping people realize
that they as individuals
could make a difference
in the world. This is
Romaine Patterson’s
journey to realizing the
truth of that statement.
Wyoming nativeRomaine
Pattersongot started in
activism when her close
friend Matthew Shepard
was killed. In April of
1999, she founded Angel
Action, an organization
for peaceful
demonstration. Angel
Action is now used all
over the world as a
means of combating hate.
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She has also served as a
regional media manager
for the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against
Defamation (GLAAD). She
continues her work
educating youth about
hate crimes and has
lectured at the
University of Wyoming,
Georgetown University,
Penn State, and others.
She currently lives in
Brooklyn.
A Guide to the Film
Bully Facing History and
Ourselves 2013-02-25
This guide provides
teachers with research,
testimony, and
discussion ideas to help
them foster honest and
informed classroom
dialogue about the
issues raised in the
documentary film Bully.
The Laramie Project
Matthew V. Hamner 2006
Constantin Stanislavski
developed a method for
actors in bringing to
life characters for the
stage. Even though
Stanislavski developed
the-laramie-project

his theories in response
to the stage climate of
the late nineteenth and
early twentieth
centuries, many of his
ideas remain relevant
today. In this study,
parts of his system were
applied to the roles
performed in Moisés
Kaufman's The Laramie
Project. Those roles
were Moisés Kaufman,
Jonas Slonaker, Doug
Laws, Anonymous,
Detective Rob Debree,
Governor Jim Geringer,
Reverend Fred Phelps and
Dennis Shepard. The
purpose of this
exploration was to
create unique,
believable characters
and develop solutions
for personal acting
problems. Through this
study, it was concluded
that this method
empowered me as I sought
ways to personalize with
the reality of the
characters.
The Laramie Project
Moises Kaufman 2001
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Study Guide: the Laramie
Project by Moisés
Kaufman (SuperSummary)
SuperSummary 2019-06-02
SuperSummary, a modern
alternative to
SparkNotes and
CliffsNotes, offers
high-quality study
guides for challenging
works of literature.
This 68-page guide for
"The Laramie Project" by
Moisés Kaufman includes
detailed chapter
summaries and analysis,
as well as several more
in-depth sections of
expert-written literary
analysis. Featured
content includes
commentary on major
characters, 25 important
quotes, essay topics,
and key themes like The
Violent Effects of
Homophobia and Religion
and Tolerance.
Moment Work Moises
Kaufman 2018-04-17 A
detailed guide to the
collaborative method
developed by the
acclaimed creators of
the-laramie-project

The Laramie Project and
Gross Indecency-destined to become a
classic. A Vintage
Original. By Moisés
Kaufman and Barbara
Pitts McAdams with Leigh
Fondakowski, Andy Paris,
Greg Pierotti, Kelli
Simpkins, Jimmy Maize,
and Scott Barrow. For
more than two decades,
the members of Tectonic
Theater Project have
been rigorously
experimenting with the
process of theatrical
creation. Here they set
forth a detailed manual
of their devising method
and a thorough chronicle
of how they wrote some
of their best-known
works. This book is for
all theater
artists—actors, writers,
designers, and
directors—who wish to
create work that
embraces the unbridled
potential of the stage.
The Laramie Project
Kaufman Moises
2014-07-01 "You'll be up
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all night with
Divergent, a brainy
thrill-ride of a novel."
The Laramie Project 2012
THE STORY: On November
6, 1998, gay University
of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard left the
Fireside Bar with Aaron
McKinney and Russell
Henderson. The following
day he was discovered on
a prairie at the edge of
town, tied to a fence,
brutally beaten, and
close to death. Six days
later Matthew Shepard
died at Poudre Valley
Hospital in Ft. Collins,
Colorado. On November
14th, 1998, ten members
of Tectonic Theatre
Project traveled to
Laramie, Wyoming and
conducted interviews
with the people of the
town. Over the next
year, the company
returned to Laramie six
times and conducted over
200 interviews. These
texts became the basis
for the play The Laramie
Project. Ten years later
the-laramie-project

on September 12th, 2008,
five members of Tectonic
returned to Laramie to
try to understand the
long-term effect of the
murder. They found a
town wrestling with its
legacy and its place in
history. In addition to
revisiting the folks
whose words riveted us
in the original play,
this time around, the
company also spoke with
the two murderers,
McKinney and Henderson,
as well as Matthew's
mother, Judy Shepard.
THE LARAMIE PROJECT: TEN
YEARS LATER is a bold
new work, which asks the
question, "How does
society write its own
history?"
One Arm Moisés Kaufman
2013 THE STORY: Based on
Tennessee Williams'
unproduced screenplay of
his own classic short
story, this new
adaptation from
pioneering theatrical
auteur Moisés Kaufman
follows Ollie, a young
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farm boy who joins the
Navy and becomes the
lightweight boxing
The Meaning of Matthew
Judy Shepard 2009-09-03
“The Meaning of Matthew
is Judy Shepard’s
passionate and
courageous attempt to
understand what no
mother should have to
understand, which is why
her son was murdered in
Laramie, Wyoming, in the
fall of 1998. It is a
vivid testimony to a
life cut short, and
testimony too, to the
bravery and compassion
of Judy and
Dennis—Matthew’s
parents—as they struggle
to survive a grief that
won’t go away.”—Larry
McMurty, author of Terms
of Endearment and
Lonesome Dove Today the
name Matthew Shepard is
synonymous with gay
rights, but until 1998,
he was just Judy
Shepard’s son. In this
remarkably candid
memoir, Judy Shepard
the-laramie-project

shares the story behind
the headlines.
Interweaving memories of
Matthew and her family
with the challenges of
confronting her son’s
death, Judy describes
how she handled the
crippling loss of her
child in the public eye,
the vigils and protests
held by strangers in her
son’s name, and
ultimately how she and
her husband gained the
courage to help
prosecutors convict her
son's murderers. The
Meaning of Matthew is
more than a retelling of
horrific injustice that
brought the reality of
inequality and
homophobia into the
American consciousness.
It is an unforgettable
and inspiring account of
how one ordinary woman
turned an unthinkable
tragedy into a vital
message for the world.
Documentary Trial Plays
in Contemporary American
Theater Jacqueline
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O'Connor 2013-06-21 From
the Chicago Conspiracy
Trial and the O. J.
Simpson trial to the
Clarence Thomas/Anita
Hill congressional
hearings, legal and
legislative proceedings
in the latter part of
the twentieth-century
kept Americans
spellbound. Situated on
the shifting border
between imagination and
the law, trial plays
edit, arrange, and
reproduce court records,
media coverage, and
first-person interviews,
transforming these
elements into a
performance. In this
first book-length
critical study of
contemporary American
documentary theater,
Jacqueline O’Connor
examines in depth ten
such plays, all written
and staged since 1970,
and considers the role
of the genre in recreating and revising
narratives of
the-laramie-project

significant conflicts in
contemporary history.
Documentary theater, she
shows, is a particularly
appropriate and widely
utilized theatrical form
for engaging in debate
about tensions between
civil rights and
institutional power, the
inconsistency of
justice, and challenges
to gender norms. For
each of the plays
discussed, including The
Trial of the Catonsville
Nine, Unquestioned
Integrity: The
Hill/Thomas Hearings,
and The Laramie Project,
O'Connor provides
historical context and a
brief production history
before considering the
trial the play focuses
on. Grouping plays
historically and
thematically, she
demonstrates how
dramatic representation
advances our
understanding of the
law's power while
revealing the
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complexities that hinder
society's pursuit of
justice.
The Designated Mourner
Wallace Shawn 2010-12-21
A major work in the
writings of Wallace
Shawn.
The Laramie Project and
The Laramie Project: Ten
Years Later Moises
Kaufman 2014-06-03 The
Laramie Project, one of
the most-performed
theater pieces in
America, has become a
modern classic. In this
expanded edition, it is
joined by an essential
and moving sequel to the
original play. On
October 7, 1998, a young
gay man was discovered
bound to a fence outside
Laramie, Wyoming,
savagely beaten and left
to die in an act of
brutality and hate that
shocked the nation.
Matthew Shepard’s death
became a national symbol
of intolerance, but for
the people of the town,
the event was deeply
the-laramie-project

personal. In the
aftermath, Moisés
Kaufman and members of
the Tectonic Theater
Project went to Laramie
and conducted more than
200 interviews with its
citizens. From the
transcripts, the
playwrights constructed
an extraordinary
chronicle of life in the
town after the murder.
In The Laramie Project:
Ten Years Later, the
troupe revisits the town
a decade after the
tragedy, finding a
community grappling with
its legacy and its place
in history. The two
plays together comprise
an epic and deeply
moving theatrical cycle
that explores the life
of an American town over
the course a decade.
Spill
The Laramie Project
Moisés Kaufman 2009
The Laramie Project
Moises Kaufman 2001
Dying to Be Normal Brett
Krutzsch 2019-02-01 On
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October 14, 1998, five
thousand people gathered
on the steps of the U.S.
Capitol to mourn the
death of Matthew
Shepard, a gay college
student who had been
murdered in Wyoming
eight days earlier.
Politicians and
celebrities addressed
the crowd and the
televised national
audience to share their
grief with the country.
Never before had a gay
citizen's murder
elicited such widespread
outrage or concern from
straight Americans. In
Dying to Be Normal,
Brett Krutzsch argues
that gay activists
memorialized people like
Shepard as part of a
political strategy to
present gays as similar
to the country's
dominant class of white,
straight Christians.
Through an examination
of publicly mourned gay
deaths, Krutzsch
counters the common
the-laramie-project

perception that LGBT
politics and religion
have been oppositional
and reveals how gay
activists used religion
to bolster the argument
that gays are
essentially the same as
straights, and therefore
deserving of equal
rights. Krutzsch's
analysis turns to the
memorialization of
Shepard, Harvey Milk,
Tyler Clementi, Brandon
Teena, and F. C.
Martinez, to campaigns
like the It Gets Better
Project, and national
tragedies like the Pulse
nightclub shooting to
illustrate how activists
used prominent deaths to
win acceptance,
influence political
debates over LGBT
rights, and encourage
assimilation.
Throughout, Krutzsch
shows how, in the fight
for greater social
inclusion, activists
relied on Christian
values and rhetoric to
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portray gays as
upstanding Americans. As
Krutzsch demonstrates,
gay activists regularly
reinforced a white
Protestant vision of
acceptable American
citizenship that often
excluded people of
color, gender-variant
individuals, nonChristians, and those
who did not adhere to
Protestant
Christianity's sexual
standards. The first
book to detail how
martyrdom has influenced
national debates over
LGBT rights, Dying to Be
Normal establishes how
religion has shaped gay
assimilation in the
United States and the
mainstreaming of
particular gays as
"normal" Americans.
The Laramie Project
Moises Kaufman
2009-07-01 Among our
greatest dramatic works
that also makes for
great student reading.
Coming Home Zachardy D.
the-laramie-project

Schneider 2014
A Study Guide for Moises
Kaufman's "The Laramie
Project" Gale, Cengage
Learning 2016 A Study
Guide for Moises
Kaufman's "The Laramie
Project," excerpted from
Gale's acclaimed Drama
For Students. This
concise study guide
includes plot summary;
character analysis;
author biography; study
questions; historical
context; suggestions for
further reading; and
much more. For any
literature project,
trust Drama For Students
for all of your research
needs.
The Laramie Project
Moisés Kaufman 2001
"Moises Kaufman and
fellow members of the
Tectonic Theater Project
made six trips to
Laramie over the course
of a year and a half in
the aftermath of the
beating and conducted
more than 200 interviews
with people of the town.
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From these interviews as
well as their own
experiences, Kaufman and
the Tectonic Theater
members have constructed
a deeply moving
theatrical experience.
The Legacies of Matthew
Shepard Helis Sikk
2019-01-08 This edited
collection explores the
deeper contexts and
consequences surrounding
the murder of Matthew
Shepard. This young gay
man was brutally beaten
and left tied to a fence
on a chill Wyoming night
in October 1998. Found
the next morning by two
cyclists, he was
transported to a
hospital in Fort
Collins, Colorado where
he died five days later.
His murder was one of
the most publicized and
for some, most vividly
remembered, instances of
hate crime related
violence based on sexual
orientation. Twenty
years after his death,
Matthew Shepard’s story
the-laramie-project

is at a critical turning
point: memories of his
murder and its meanings
can either fade into the
past or be reinvigorated
to make up part of more
meaningful
investigations into
LGBTQ and modern U.S.
history. The
multidisciplinary
contributors to this
book blend personal
narrative with more
conventional academic
approaches to offer a
20-year retrospective
that re-examines the
subject of Shepard’s
murder, whilst also
bringing to light
questions of historical
memory, rurality, race,
and public policy. Each
of the disciplines and
genres included
contributes unique
understandings of the
murder and responses to
it that cannot be
articulated solely
through traditional
academic writing. This
collection then not only
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tells the story of
Matthew Shepard in the
context of 2018, but
also provides a
compelling view of how
and through which means
American culture
communicates painful
histories of violence,
bias, and death.
October Mourning
Perfection Learning
Corporation 2019
A Body in the O Tim
Miller 2019 Tim Miller's
autobiographical
explorations into queer
identity and social
justice through the lens
of his own experiences
lead to visceral,
humorous, and poignant
performances. This
collection is the
culmination of the many
struggles for rights and
equality that Miller has
documented, and
performed, over the
course of his career.
A Study Guide for Moises
Kaufman's ""The Laramie
Project"" Cengage
Learning Gale 2016
the-laramie-project

Plays By Stephen Belber
Stephen Belber
2020-11-10 This
collection contains
three full-length plays:
TAPE, THE TRANSPARENCY
OF VAL, and GEOMETRY OF
FIRE. "When it comes to
reminding us just why we
leave our homes on a
cold winter's night and
seek the special joys of
a live theatrical
performance, playwright
Stephen Belber has the
big boys beat." Wall
Street Journal "Mamet is
angry and has a point of
view-two points of view,
really-while Belber's
subject is points of
view." Roger Ebert
"Belber favors fasttalkers who use
chitchat, digression and
eloquent bluster to
maneuver their way out
of tricky situations.
...Like any good
playwright, he is less
interested in
determining what's real
than in exploring what
makes solid fiction."
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Time Out
Gruesome Playground
Injuries; Animals Out of
Paper; Bengal Tiger at
the Baghdad Zoo Rajiv
Joseph 2010-10-04 Rajiv
Joseph is one of today’s
most acclaimed young
playwrights. The winner
of numerous awards,
including an NEA Award
for Best Play and a
Whiting Writers Award,
he is an artist to
watch. This volume
gathers together for the
first time his three
major works to date.
Included herein are his
latest play, Gruesome
Playground Injuries,
which charts the
intersection of two
lives using scars,
wounds, and calamity as
the mile markers to
explore why people hurt
themselves to gain
another’s love and the
cumulative effect of
such damage; Animals Out
of Paper, a subtle,
elegant, yet bracing
examination of the
the-laramie-project

artistic impulse and
those in its thrall,
which follows a worldfamous origamist as she
becomes the unwitting
mentor to a troubled
young prodigy, even as
she must deal with her
own loss of inspiration;
and Bengal Tiger at the
Baghdad Zoo, a darkly
comedic drama that looks
on as the lives of two
American soldiers, an
Iraqi translator, and a
tiger intersect on the
streets of Baghdad.
33 Variations Moisés
Kaufman 2011 THE STORY:
A mother coming to terms
with her daughter. A
composer coming to terms
with his genius. And,
even though they're
separated by 200 years,
these two people share
an obsession that might,
even just for a moment,
make time stand still.
Drama
The Laramie Project
Moises Kaufman 2001-09 A
chorus of voices brings
to life the thoughts and
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feelings of the people
of Laramie, Wyoming, in
the wake of the murder
of Matthew Shepard, a
young gay man.
The Laramie Project by
Moisés Kaufman and the
Members of Tectonic
Theater Project ...
Moisés Kaufman 2013
Mainstream AIDS Theatre,
the Media, and Gay Civil
Rights Jacob Juntunen
2016-01-29 This book
demonstrates the
political potential of
mainstream theatre in
the US at the end of the
twentieth century,
tracing ideological
change over time in the
reception of US
mainstream plays taking
HIV/AIDS as their topic
from 1985 to 2000. This
is the first study to
combine the topics of
the politics of
performance, LGBT
theatre, and mainstream
theatre’s political
potential, a
juxtaposition that shows
how radical ideas become
the-laramie-project

mainstream, that is, how
the dominant ideology
changes. Using
materialist semiotics
and extensive archival
research, Juntunen
delineates the cultural
history of four pivotal
productions from that
period—Larry Kramer’s
The Normal Heart (1985),
Tony Kushner’s Angels in
America (1992), Jonathan
Larson’s Rent (1996),
and Moises Kaufman’s The
Laramie Project (2000).
Examining the connection
between AIDS, mainstream
theatre, and the media
reveals key systems at
work in ideological
change over time during
a deadly epidemic whose
effects changed the
nation forever.
Employing media theory
alongside nationalism
studies and utilizing
dozens of reviews for
each case study, the
volume demonstrates that
reviews are valuable
evidence of how a
production was hailed by
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society’s ideological
gatekeepers. Mixing this
new use of reviews
alongside textual
analysis and material
study—such as the
theaters’ locations,
architectures,
merchandise, program
notes, and
advertising—creates an
uncommonly rich
description of these
productions and their
ideological effects.
This book will be of
interest to scholars and
students of theatre,
politics, media studies,
queer theory, and US
history, and to those
with an interest in gay
civil rights, one of the
most successful social
movements of the late
twentieth century.
Gross Indecency Moisés
Kaufman 1999 THE STORY:
In early 1895, the
Marquess of Queensberry,
the father of Wilde's
young lover, Lord Alfred
Douglas, left a card at

the-laramie-project

Wilde's club bearing the
phrase posing somdomite.
Wilde sued the Marquess
for criminal libel. The
defense denounced Wild
Laramie Project and the
Laramie Project: Ten
Years Later
Execution of Justice
Emily Mann 1986 This
docudrama on the
assassinations of San
Francisco Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor
Harvey Milk, the first
openly gay elected
public official in the
country, is based on
court transcripts and
public record
dramatising the trial of
this controversial case.
Focus is on accused
killer Dan White, a
disgruntled former city
supervisor and on the
jury which chose to
convict him not of coldblooded murder but
manslaughter, which
became known as the
notorious "Twinkie
defense."
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